
for other DEAD-box proteins in vitro
[2,3,16]. It is only in the presence of
RNA, Gle1 and InsP6 that Dbp5 shows
an impressive Km of 60 mM for ATP. This
implies that the primary effect of the
Gle1–InsP6 interaction is to specifically
increase the affinity of Dbp5 for ATP.
Moreover, the ADP-bound form of
Dbp5 only enhances the off-rate of
Nab2 from mRNA by a relatively small
amount (w70%). ADP-bound Dbp5
could preferentially bind the RNA-free
form of Nab2, but no direct interactions
between Nab2 and Dbp5 could be
detected through pull-down
experiments [2].

The work by Tran et al. [2] draws
attention to the importance of the
ADP-bound form of the DEAD-box
proteins. In the case of eIF4AIII, it has
been shown that inhibition of its
ATPase activity by the binding of
MAGOH and Y14 locks the core
of the exon-junction complex onto
the precursor mRNA [11]. Indeed,
the authors postulated that the
exon-junction complex is
assembled on the RNA through the
ATP-dependent binding of eIF4AIII.
Similarly, Dbp5 in its ATP-bound form
could help to serve as a nucleation site
for the assembly of the mRNP proteins.
The low intrinsic ATPase activity of
Dbp5 could promote the stability of the
complexes or an inhibitor, like for
eIF4AIII, could block its ATPase
activity. The mRNP would be
transported to the nuclear pore where
binding of Dbp5 to the nucleoporin
Nup159 would bring Dbp5 into close
proximity with Gle1 on the cytoplasmic
side of the nuclear pore complex.
Gle1-mediated hydrolysis of ATP to
ADP would reduce the affinity of Dbp5
for the mRNA, and its subsequent
displacement could destabilize the
other bound factors as well, including
Nab2 and Mex67. These factors
would be rapidly transported back
into the nucleus and thereby prevent
reassembly and backward movement
of the mRNP. The Gle1-bound Dbp5
could then cycle between RNA-bound
and RNA-free form in a manner
dependent on ATP binding and
hydrolysis and thereby remodel the
mRNP. In addition, ADP-bound Dbp5
could prevent Nab2 from binding RNA
or could stabilize the RNA-free form of
Nab2. But how ADP-bound Dbp5 acts
on the interaction of Nab2 with mRNPs
and how Dbp5 is transferred to the
translation termination event [18] are
still outstanding issues.
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Social Evolution: Ant Eggs Lacking
Totipotency

Caste plasticity is a hallmark of social insects. However, maternal effects that
limit the caste of eggs may be more widespread than previously appreciated,
and can have some odd consequences.
Joan E. Strassmann
and David C. Queller

What differentiates eusocial organisms
from merely social organisms is the loss
of direct reproduction. In eusocial
Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps)
most females lose or never acquire
reproductive status and instead rear the
queen’s progeny. However, totipotency
of caste is sometimes retained until
adulthood. This is common in many
wasps, including Polistes, where adult
females often retain the ability to
become either workers or egg-laying
queens [1,2]. In these cases there are
no morphological differences between
workersandqueens. As a consequence,
an individual is not specialized for
worker or queen functions.

In other species, workers develop
towards optimal working physiques
and queens develop towards optimal
reproductive physiques. For example,
a stingless bee worker forages for
pollen which she carries nestled in the
long spines evolved for this use. A
queen has no such carrier and will
never serve as an effective worker.
Even within the worker caste, size and
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Figure 1. Maternal determination of progeny caste in Pogonomyrmex ants.

(A) P. rugosus queens mate with multiple conspecific males. Eggs in the first year are constrained to become workers only. Mature colonies
produce queens and workers from diploid, fertilized eggs, and males from haploid, unfertilized eggs. (B) Lineages derived from P. rugosus
and P. barbatus have queens that mate with both members of the lineage group, here coloured red and green. Eggs in the first year are con-
strained to become workers only, which means some eggs fail to hatch because they are also genetically constrained to become queens.
Mature colonies produce queens from same-lineage eggs, workers from cross-lineage eggs, and males from haploid, unfertilized eggs.
form variation is adaptive. A colony
with variably sized workers is more
productive than one where size is
constrained [3,4]. But specializations
come at a cost in flexibility because an
individual commits to one form early.
A colony with morphological castes
cannot rapidly replace a lost queen; it
must grow another.

Compromises between the selective
pressures for morphological
specialization, and those for plasticity,
are struck in various ways. Some wasps
appear to specialize as late as the pupal
stage, when shape can be manipulated,
but size cannot, because no further
food is provided [5]. Most common in
ants is specialization late in the larval
stage, when additional food can set
the individual on the path towards
queenship [6]. This has the advantage
of maintaining flexibility until late in
a larva’s development, but still allows
selection on worker morphology.

Why then might worker caste
be determined very early in
development — at the egg stage?
Schwander et al. [7] have shown, in
an elegant cross-fostering design,
that the eggs of young harvest ant
(Pogonomyrmex) queens that have
not overwintered cannot mature into
queens and are forced to become
workers (Figure 1). By contrast, the
eggs of older, overwintered queens
mature into a mixed brood of workers
and queens. The experimental design
separated queen age and queen
overwintering status from worker
number and worker overwintering
status, and the worker variables had
no effect on brood caste. These
maternal effects appear to be
transmitted through endocrine
changes. The bipotent eggs had
lower ecdysteroid levels than the
worker-only eggs.

What does a queen gain by
removing the option of becoming
a queen from some of her eggs? The
answer may lie in considering the
differing interests of the queen and the
individual larvae [8]. Pogonomyrmex
colonies are begun by single, mated
queens who need to invest in workers
before investing in reproductives. This
is because a colony that invests in
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building up the worker force is more
likely to reach the critical threshold
worker number necessary to survive
the 15 to 20 years possible for
Pogonomyrmex than is a colony that
immediately begins producing
reproductives [9,10]. But kin selection
theory predicts that a given daughter
is likely to favor personal development
into a queen at a smaller colony size
than the queen or the other workers
would favor. If the queen gains from
constraining her daughters, it may be
best if she acts as early as possible, at
the egg stage [11].

It is likely that Pogonomyrmex is not
unique in having an advantage to
delayed queen production, so it is no
surprise that maternally constrained
eggs have been reported from species
in five other genera scattered across
the ant phylogeny and include
Myrmicines Myrmica rubra,
Monomorium pharoensis and Pheidole
pallida, Formicine Formica polyctena
and Dolichoderine, Linepithema
humile [7,12,13]. The clear advantage
of constraining early females to the
worker caste coupled with the
diversity of genera displaying the trait
make it likely to be much more
widespread.

If there is queen–daughter conflict
over caste fate, we speculate that this
might help explain another, even
stranger, aspect of caste in
Pogonomyrmex: genetic caste
determination [14–16]. There are at
least four pairs of coupled lineages,
which show genetic caste
determination, apparently derived from
a history of hybridization between
P. rugosus and P. barbatus [17].
Normally this is impossible because
individuals with genes forcing
development as workers will be lost
unless they aid others with those
genes. But within each of these
lineage pairs, a daughter’s genes
determine her caste; a queen mates
with many males, and her daughters
by males of her own lineage become
queens while daughters by males
from the other lineage become
workers (Figure 1). In essence each
lineage parasitizes the males of the
other lineage to make workers, and
the dependency is stable because if
a lineage becomes too common, it
mates primarily within type and
produces too few workers to be
effective [18]. These lineages are
now co-dependent, with neither one
able to function without its partner.
But how might such a system
evolve? Suppose the two parent
species have queen–daughter conflict
over caste. This assumption receives
partial support from the demonstration
of queen effects described above,
which apply in both P. rugosus and in
coupled lineages with genetic caste
determination. Conflict can generate
rapid evolution: queens and daughters
would co-evolve to outwit each other,
but would do so differently in the two
species. Now a hybrid daughter would
have half of her genes not coevolved to
beat her mother’s suppressive
strategies, so she would lose the
conflict and become a worker. Only
purebred daughters who have
coevolved to compete with mothers of
their type would become queens, and
they could even evolve to further
specialize on that caste since they
cannot become workers.

This system may allow queens to
defeat worker interests, but it has
a clear cost. Because the queens
apparently use sperm at random, some
of the earliest eggs will be purebred
eggs that should become queens [19].
But these hybrid lineages suffer the
same constraints as P. rugosus: young
non-overwintered queens cannot
produce daughter queens. Instead
these purebred eggs completely fail to
develop, incurring a cost to the young
and vulnerable colony [19]. However,
the cost is not as great as it would
be if they developed any further as
non-working queens.

Comparing the ecological success
of the lineages against pure species
might give us an idea of the cost of
queen-worker conflict. The lineages
with genetic caste determination have
the clear cost of early production
of dud queen eggs, which reduces
their success [19]. And yet they
appear to win against pure species,
perhaps because of their control
of within-colony conflict [20].
Queen–worker conflict has sculpted
many aspects of social insect family life
but measuring the costs of these
conflicts is tricky. The Pogonomyrmex
lineages may have their most
interesting contributions to our
understanding of social insect biology
still ahead.
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